
A Machine-assisted Proof that Well TypedExpressions Cannot Go WrongAna Bovebove@cs.chalmers.seDepartment of Computing Science, Chalmers University of TechnologyGöteborg, SwedenAbstract. This paper deals with the application of constructive typetheory to the theory of programming languages. The main aim of thiswork is to investigate constructive formalisations of the mathematics ofprograms. Here, we consider a small typed functional language and provesome properties about it, arriving at the property that establishes thatwell typed expressions cannot go wrong. First, we give the de�nitionsand proofs in an informal style, and then we present and explain theformalisation of these de�nitions and proofs. For the formalisation, weuse the proof editor ALF and its pattern matching facility.1 IntroductionThis paper deals with the application of constructive type theory to the theoryof programming languages. By constructive type theory we understand �rst andforemost Martin-Löf's theory of logical types (see [NPS90]), which is conceivedas a formal language in which to carry out constructive mathematics.However, constructive type theory can also be viewed as a programming lan-guage. In type theory, we represent theorems as types and proofs of the theoremsas objects of the corresponding types. When a theorem states the existence of anobject with certain properties, the proof of the theorem computes such an objectfrom any given proofs of the hypotheses of the theorem. Thus, many importantalgorithms used in the process of interpretation or compilation of programminglanguages arise naturally as proofs of properties of the language.The main aim of this work is to investigate constructive formalisations ofthe mathematics of programs. It also aims to explore the production of veri�edimplementations of programming languages.This paper is intended for readers who have some basic knowledge of oper-ational semantics, type systems, Martin-Löf's type theory and its proof editorALF. An extended version of this paper can be found in [Bov98].This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we present the language weuse. Furthermore, we present several properties of the language, concluding withthe property that shows that well typed (closed) expressions cannot go wrong. Insection 3 we �rst give a brief introduction to Martin-Löf's type theory and to itsinteractive proof editor ALF, and then we present a formalisation of the results



y [d/x] def= �y if y 6= xd if y = x(�y:e) [d/x] def= ��y:(e [d/x]) if y 6= x�y:e if y = x(e f) [d/x] def= (e [d/x] f [d/x])(�x y : e) [d/x] def= ��x y : (e [d/x]) if y 6= x�x y : e if y = xtrue [d/x] def= truefalse [d/x] def= false(if e then f else g) [d/x] def= if e [d/x] then f [d/x] else g [d/x]Fig. 1 De�nition of the function _ [ / ] over Exppresented in section 2, using Martin-Löf's type theory. Finally, in section 4 wepresent some conclusions, related work and further work.2 Informal Presentation2.1 The Syntax of the LanguageIn order to de�ne the set of expressions Exp, we assume a (possibly in�nite) setof variables Var such that for each pair of variables, it is decidable whether ornot they are equal. We use x, y, z to range over variables and d, e, f , g (possiblyprimed or subscripted), to range over expressions.The expressions in Exp are those of a (small) functional language. We de�nethe expressions in Exp by means of its abstract syntax as follows :e ::= x j �x:e j (d e) j �x x : e j true j false j if d then e else fWhen writing concrete expressions, we sometimes use parentheses to avoidambiguity. We de�ne the set FV of free variables in an expression in the usualway (see [Bar92]). A closed expression is an expression with no free variables.It is easy to see that because the equality of variables is decidable, so is theequality of expressions.In order to de�ne the dynamic semantics for the language, we need to intro-duce the substitution of an expression d for a variable x in an expression e, whichwe write e [d/x]. In the de�nition of the substitution function given in �gure 1,we do not care about capturing variables. This is because the evaluation of ex-pressions is intended only for closed expressions, and no evaluation is performedinside a binding operator as is normal practice in functional programming. Thus,no capture can occur.2.2 The Dynamic Semantics of the LanguageWe give the dynamic semantics of the language in an operational style (see[Plo81]). Here we use Computational semantics [Hen90], also known as Structural



Appcs d �! d0(d e) �! (d0 e)App_Abscs (�x:d e) �! d [e/x]Fixcs �x x : e �! e [�x x : e/x]Ifcs d �! d0if d then e else f �! if d0 then e else fIf_Truecs if true then e else f �! eIf_Falsecs if false then e else f �! fRe�cl e �!� eAddStepcl e �! d d �!� fe �!� fFig. 2 Inductive De�nition of the Computational Semantics of the Language and itsRe�exive and Transitive ClosureOperational semantics [Plo81], because it allows us to de�ne those expressionsthat go wrong. Computational semantics de�nes a �one step relation�. Thus, acomputation consists of a sequence of one step reductions. If we denote the Com-putational semantics between two expressions with �! , then we write e �!� e0if for some k > 0, there exist expressions e0, e1, : : :, ek such that e = e0 �! e1�! : : : �!ek = e0. The relation �!� de�ned as above is called the re�exive andtransitive closure of �! . We de�ne both the relation �! and �!� in �gure 2.Note that for any expression e, e �!� e holds even if e �! e is not true.If �!� represents an arbitrary number (possibly zero) of computation stepsof �! , the normal procedure would be to run the machine until no further com-putation steps are possible. Then, we obtain an irreducible expression as a result.For our language, we call the expressions of the form true, false or �x:e canon-ical. Note that no reduction rules are given for the canonical expressions; thus,canonical expressions are irreducible. On the other hand, there are irreducible ex-pressions that are not canonical, such as the expression if �x:x then true else false.We call error expressions those irreducible expressions that are not canonical. Iffor expressions d and e, d �!� e and e is irreducible, we say that e is the re-sult (of evaluating d) or the value of d. Observe that canonical expressions havethemselves as values. When there exists a result of d that is an error expression,we say that d goes wrong (see [Hol83,Mil78]). There are also expressions with novalue, such as the expression �x x : x, which gives rise to an in�nite computation.2.3 The Type SystemThe Set of Types. We call Type the set of types we use in this paper and itcontains both the type of boolean expression and the function types. Below, wede�ne it by means of its abstract syntax. We use �, �, , � to denote elementsin the set Type. We sometimes use parentheses to avoid ambiguity.



Emptyctxt [ ] : CtxtConsctxt [�; x : �] : CtxtEmptyfresh x fresh [ ]Consfresh x fresh � x 6= yx fresh [�; y : �]Emptyval [ ] ValidConsval � Valid x fresh �[�; x : �] ValidFig. 3 Inductive De�nition of Ctxt and predicates fresh and Valid� ::= Bool j � ! �The Contexts for the Type System. The contexts we use here are (in prin-ciple) lists of declarations. Each declaration associates a type to a variable andhas the form x : �. We use � , �, � (possibly primed), to range over contexts.In this paper, we are interested only in those contexts where each variable isdeclared at most once. To ensure this, we de�ne two predicates over contexts : thepredicate fresh that says whether or not a variable x is fresh (not declared) in acontext � , and the predicate Valid that says whether or not a context is valid inthe sense that no variable in the context is declared more than once. We de�nethe set of contexts Ctxt and the predicates fresh and Valid in �gure 3. Whenwriting concrete contexts, we sometimes use parentheses to avoid ambiguity.To formulate the Substitution Lemma, we need to de�ne the concatenation oftwo contexts. We denote the function that concatenates two contexts by ++and we de�ne it by induction on the second argument.Presentation of the Type System.The type system we present in this sectionis essentially the same as that presented in [Bov95] and [Tas97]. The type systemtells us when an expression e has type � under a context � , which is denotedby � ` e : �, and it is de�ned in �gure 4. Both [Bov95] and [Tas97] describe theimportance of the thinning rule (Thts) when working with this particular notionof contexts, and the possible use of other similar type systems.For simplicity, we write ` e : � instead of [ ] ` e : �.2.4 Properties of the LanguageIn this section, we present some properties of the language that relate its dynamicsemantics with its type system. We �rst present the Subject Reduction propertyand then we �nish the section with the proof that well typed (closed) expressionscannot go wrong. For a more detailed presentation, see [Bov95,Bov98].



Varts � Valid x fresh �[�; x : �] ` x : �Thts � ` e : � x fresh �[�; x : �] ` e : �Absts [�; x : �] ` e : �� ` �x:e : � ! �Appts � ` e : � ! � � ` f : �� ` (e f) : �Fixts [�; x : �] ` e : �� ` �x x : e : �Truets � Valid� ` true : BoolFalsets � Valid� ` false : BoolIfts � ` d : Bool � ` e : � � ` f : �� ` if d then e else f : �Fig. 4 Inductive De�nition of the Type System for ExpTheorem 1 (Substitution Lemma). Let [�; x : �] and � be contexts, d ande expressions, x a variable and � and � types. If we can derive [�; x : �] ++ � ` e : �and � ` d : �, then we can also derive � ++ � ` e [d/x] : �.Proof. By induction on the derivation of [�; x : �] ++ � ` e : �. �Theorem 2 (Subject Reduction). Let d and e be expressions and � a type.If d �! e and ` d : �, then ` e : �.Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of d �! e. For each case inthis derivation, we consider the possible cases in the derivation of ` d : �. �Lemma 1. Let d be a closed expression and � a type. If ` d : �, then either dis a canonical expression or there exists an expression e such that d �! e.Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of ` d : �. We present thecase where the rule Appts is applied. The other cases are rather straightforward.If the rule applied was the rule Appts, then d is of the form (f g) for twosuitable expressions f and g. From the premises of this rule, we have that f hastype � ! � (under the empty context), for a type �. This means that f isa well typed closed expression. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, either f iscanonical or it reduces. If f is canonical, as it has type � ! �, it can onlybe of the form �x:f 0 for a variable x and an expression f 0. Then, we can applythe rule App_Abscs to reduce the whole expression (f g) and obtain f 0 [g/x]as a result. On the other hand, if f is reducible, then, there exists f 00 such thatf �! f 00. Now, we can apply the rule Appcs to reduce the whole expression



and obtain (f 00 g). In both cases, we show that the original expression can bereduced. �Lemma 2. Let d be a closed expression and � be a type. From assuming that` d : � holds and also that d goes wrong, we obtain a contradiction.Proof. Let us assume that ` d : � holds and also that d goes wrong. Thus, weknow that d has an error expression e as value. Then, we perform the proof ofthe proposition by induction on the derivation of d �!� e.If the rule applied was the rule Re�cl, we have that d �!� d and so d = e.Then, by assumption, d is an error expression. As ` d : �, we can apply lemma 1to obtain that either d is a canonical expression or there exists an expression fto which expression d reduces. However, d is an error expression, so it is non-canonical and irreducible, which contradicts the result of lemma 1.If the rule applied was the rule AddStepcl, it means that there exists anexpression f such that d �! f �!� e. As e is a value of d, e is irreducible.Hence, it is also a value of f . Since e is an error expression, then, by de�nition, fgoes wrong. As ` d : � holds, by Subject Reduction, we also have that ` f : �.We have now that ` f : � and f goes wrong. Thus, by the induction hypothesis,we obtain a contradiction. �Theorem 3 (Well Typed Expressions Cannot Go Wrong). Let d be awell typed closed expression. Then, d cannot go wrong.Proof. By hypothesis, the expression d is a well typed closed expression. Then,if we assume that d goes wrong, we can apply the previous lemma and obtain acontradiction. Thus, d cannot go wrong. �For another but similar method to prove this property, see [Hol83,Mil78].3 Formalisation in ALFIn this section, we �rst present a brief introduction to Martin-Löf's type theoryand to its interactive proof editor ALF, and then we present a formalisation ofthe results presented in section 2, using Martin-Löf's type theory.3.1 Brief Introduction to Martin-Löf's Type TheoryBelow, we explain the basic concepts of Martin-Löf's type theory to make thefollowing sections more readable. We write a ∈ α for �a is an object of type α�.For a more complete introduction to the subject, refer to [NPS90].Sets : The only basic type is the type of sets. Sets are inductively de�ned. Inother words, a set is determined by the rules that construct its elements. Wewrite Set to refer to the type of sets.Elements of Sets : For each set S, the elements of S form a type called El(S).However, for simplicity, if a is an element in the set S, it is said that a has type
S and thus, we can simply write a ∈ S instead of a ∈ El(S).



Dependent (and Non-dependent) Functions : A dependent function is afunction in which the type of the output depends on the value of the input. Toform the type of a dependent function, we �rst need a type α as domain, andthen a family of types over α. If β is a family of types over α, then to every object
a of type α, there is a corresponding type β(a).Given a type α and a family of types β over α, we write (x ∈ α) β(x) for the typeof dependent functions from α to β. If f is a function of type (x ∈ α) β(x), thenwhen applying f to an object a of type α we obtain an object of type β(a). Wewrite f(a) for such an application.A (non-dependent) function is considered a special case of a dependent function,where the type β does not depend on a value of type α. When this is the case,we may write (α) β for the function type from α to β.Let us now consider predicates and relations on sets, and arbitrary complexpropositions. Predicates and relations are seen in type theory as functions yield-ing propositions as output. As well as sets, propositions are inductively de�ned.So, a proposition is determined by the rules that construct its proofs. To provea proposition P, we have to construct an object of type P. The way propositionsare introduced allows us to identify propositions and sets, which is actually donein type theory, and then, we also write Set to refer to the type of propositions.3.2 Brief Introduction to ALFALF is an interactive proof assistant for Martin-Löf's type theory and it en-sures that the constructed objects are well-formed and well-typed. Since proofsare objects, checking well-typing of objects amounts to checking correctness ofproofs. For more information about ALF see [AGNvS94,MN94].A set former, or in general, any inductive de�nition is introduced as a con-stant S of type (x1 ∈ α1; : : :; xn ∈ αn) Set, for α1, : : :, αn types. For each set former,we have to introduce the constructors associated to the set. They construct theelements of S(a1, : : :, an), for a1 ∈ α1; : : :; an ∈ αn. A theorem is introduced asa dependent type (x1 ∈ α1; : : :; xn ∈ αn) β(x1, : : :, xn). Abstractions are writtenas [x1, : : :, xn] e.If the name of a variable is not important, one can simply write (α) instead of(x ∈ α), both in the introduction of inductive de�nitions and in the declarationof (dependent) functions. Whenever (x1 ∈ α; x2 ∈ α; : : :; xn ∈ α) occurs, ALFdisplays (x1, x2, : : :, xn ∈ α) instead.A proof for a theorem can be de�ned by pattern matching over one of the argu-ments of the theorem. The various cases in the pattern matching are exhaustiveand mutually disjoint. Moreover, they are computed by ALF according to thede�nition of the set to which the selected argument belongs. In general, theoremsare proven by induction. Unfortunately, ALF does not check well-foundednesswhen working with inductive proofs. However, for the proofs we present in thispaper, these checks are easy � even if rather tedious � to perform manually.



3.3 Working with ALFAll the de�nitions and proofs we present here have been pretty printed by ALFitself. Then, all of them have been checked in ALF. In addition, we have madeuse of the layout facility of ALF that allows us to hide some parameters, bothin the de�nitions of sets and theorems. However, this has only been done whenthe hidden parameters do not contribute to the understanding of the de�nition.The proofs are made by pattern matching. In some of the proofs we alsoapply recursion over some of the arguments. However, termination is guaranteedbecause we always apply the recursion over a structurally smaller argument.Due to lack of space, we present only the type of some of the properties intro-duced in this section. Once again, this is done when the complete formalisationof the property is rather straightforward.General Sets. In the proofs that we present in the next part, we make use ofthe following set formers and constructors, and theorems :Absurdity : The set former is ? ∈ Set, and has no set constructors.And : This set represents the conjunction of two propositions. The set formeris ∧ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set and the only set constructor is ∧I ∈ (A; B)∧(A, B).Exists : Represents the existential quanti�er over a set. The set former is9 ∈ (A ∈ Set; (A) Set) Set and its set constructor is 9I ∈ (a ∈ A; B(a)) 9(A, B).Imply : Represents the implication between two propositions. The set former is
⊃ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set and the only set constructor is ⊃I ∈ (f ∈ (A)B)⊃(A, B).Id : Represents the propositional equality. The set former is = ∈ (x, y ∈ A) Setand the only set constructor is refl ∈ =(x, x).Not : Represents the negation operator. We have that ¬ ∈ (A ∈ Set) Set andit is de�ned as the abbreviation ¬ � [A]⊃(A,?).N : Represents the set of natural numbers. Together with the de�nition of theset, we present a property over the set N.

N ∈ Set
0 ∈ N
s ∈ (n ∈ N) N

Ndec ∈ (n, m ∈ N) Dec(=(n, m))Or : This set represents the disjunction of two propositions. The set former is
∨ ∈ (A, B ∈ Set) Set and its two set constructors are ∨Il ∈ (A)∨(A, B) and
∨Ir ∈ (B)∨(A, B).The set former Dec used above is not as general as the ones just introduced.We can think of it as the set of decidable of propositions.

Dec ∈ (Set) Set
yes ∈ (P) Dec(P)
no ∈ (¬(P)) Dec(P)



Speci�c Sets and Implicit Constants. We can now focus on the formalisa-tion of our functional language and its properties.Variables and Expressions. We represent the set of variables with the set ofnatural numbers and then, the decidability of the equality of natural numbersbecomes the decidability of the equality of variables.
Var ∈ Set

Var ≡ N
vardec ∈ (n, m ∈ Var) Dec(=(n, m))

vardec ≡ NdecThe formalisation of expressions and canonical expressions follows naturally :
Exp ∈ Set

v ∈ (x ∈ Var) Exp
λ ∈ (x ∈ Var; e ∈ Exp) Exp
. ∈ (d, e ∈ Exp) Exp
fix ∈ (x ∈ Var; e ∈ Exp) Exp
true ∈ Exp
false ∈ Exp
if ∈ (d, e, f ∈ Exp) Exp

Can ∈ (Exp) Set
canabs ∈ Can(λ(x, e))
canfalse ∈ Can(false)
cantrue ∈ Can(true)For the de�nition of the substitution function we need to choose between twoexpressions, depending on the equality of two (given) variables. We present nowthe de�nition of a function that helps us in this process :

vartoexpdec ∈ (d, e ∈ Exp; Dec(=(x, y))) Exp
vartoexpdec(d, e, yes(h1)) ≡ d
vartoexpdec(d, e, no(h1)) ≡ eWe present now the de�nition of the substitution function :

:= ∈ (x ∈ Var; d, e ∈ Exp) Exp
:=(x, d, v(x1)) ≡ vartoexpdec(d, v(x1), vardec(x, x1))
:=(x, d, λ(x1, e1)) ≡ vartoexpdec(λ(x1, e1), λ(x1, :=(x, d, e1)), vardec(x, x1))
:=(x, d, .(d1, e1)) ≡ .(:=(x, d, d1), :=(x, d, e1))
:=(x, d, fix(x1, e1)) ≡ vartoexpdec(fix(x1, e1), fix(x1, :=(x, d, e1)), vardec(x, x1))
:=(x, d, true) ≡ true
:=(x, d, false) ≡ false
:=(x, d, if(d1, e1, f)) ≡ if(:=(x, d, d1), :=(x, d, e1), :=(x, d, f))The following two lemmas help us to prove the equality of two expressions.

:=diff_var ∈ (¬(=(x, y)); p ∈ Dec(=(x, y))) =(vartoexpdec(d, e, p), e)
:=same_var ∈ (p ∈ Dec(=(x, x))) =(vartoexpdec(d, e, p), d)We use these two lemmas to prove several lemmas about equality of expres-sions, where one of the expressions is the result of performing a substitution.
=same_var:= ∈ =(:=(x, e, v(x)), e)
=same_λ:= ∈ (=(x, y)) =(:=(x, d, λ(y, e)), λ(y, e))
=same_fix:= ∈ (=(x, y)) =(:=(x, d, fix(y, e)), fix(y, e))
=diff_var:= ∈ (¬(=(x, y))) =(:=(x, e, v(y)), v(y))
=diff_λ:= ∈ (¬(=(x, y))) =(:=(x, d, λ(y, e)), λ(y, :=(x, d, e)))
=diff_fix:= ∈ (¬(=(x, y))) =(:=(x, d, fix(y, e)), fix(y, :=(x, d, e)))



Computational Semantics and its Re�exive and Transitive Closure.We introduce now the formalisation of the Computational semantics for theexpressions and its re�exive and transitive closure.
→ ∈ (Exp; Exp) Set

.→ ∈ (→(d, f)) →(.(d, e), .(f, e))

.λ→ ∈ →(.(λ(x, d), e), :=(x, e, d))
fix→ ∈ →(fix(x, e), :=(x, fix(x, e), e))
if→ ∈ (→(d, d’)) →(if(d, e, f), if(d’, e, f))
iftrue→ ∈ →(if(true, e, f), e)
iffalse→ ∈ →(if(false, e, f), f)

→∗ ∈ (Exp; Exp) Set
refl→∗ ∈ →∗(e, e)
addstep→∗ ∈ (→(d, e); →∗(e, f)) →∗(d, f)Types, Contexts and Properties. We �rst present the formalisation of theset of types.

Type ∈ Set
bool ∈ Type
→T ∈ (Type; Type) TypeWe introduce now the formalisation of declarations, contexts and two func-tions over contexts.

Decl ∈ Set
. ∈ (x ∈ Var; A ∈ Type) Decl

Ctxt ∈ Set
[] ∈ Ctxt
: ∈ (D ∈ Ctxt; d ∈ Decl) Ctxt

mknectxt ∈ (G ∈ Ctxt; x ∈ Var; A ∈ Type) Ctxt
mknectxt(G, x, A) ≡ :(G, .(x, A))

++ ∈ (G, D ∈ Ctxt) Ctxt
++(G, []) ≡ G
++(G, :(D1, d)) ≡ :(++(G, D1), d)Below are the formalisation of the predicates fresh and Valid.

Fresh ∈ (x ∈ Var; G ∈ Ctxt) Set
[]fresh ∈ Fresh(x, [])
:fresh ∈ (¬(=(x, y)); Fresh(x, G)) Fresh(x, mknectxt(G, y, A))

Valid ∈ (G ∈ Ctxt) Set
[]valid ∈ Valid([])
:valid ∈ (Valid(G); Fresh(x, G)) Valid(mknectxt(G, x, A))We need two auxiliary properties about the freshness of variables.

dep++fresh ∈ (D ∈ Ctxt; Fresh(x, ++(:(G, d), D))) Fresh(x, ++(G, D))
difffresh ∈ (D ∈ Ctxt; Fresh(y, ++(mknectxt(G, x, A), D))) ¬(=(x, y))We also need some properties related to the validity of contexts.
diffvalid ∈ (Valid(mknectxt(++(mknectxt(G, x, A), D), y, B))) ¬(=(x, y))
dep++valid ∈ (D ∈ Ctxt; Valid(++(mknectxt(G, x, A), D))) Valid(++(G, D))
depvalid ∈ (Valid(mknectxt(G, x, A))) Valid(G)The Type System.We present now the formalisation of the type system.



|− ∈ (Ctxt; Exp; Type) Set
v|− ∈ (Valid(G); Fresh(x, G)) |−(mknectxt(G, x, A), v(x), A)
th|− ∈ (Fresh(x, G); |−(G, e, B)) |−(mknectxt(G, x, A), e, B)
λ|− ∈ (|−(mknectxt(G, x, A), e, B)) |−(G, λ(x, e), →T(A, B))
.|− ∈ (|−(G, d, →T(A, B)); |−(G, e, A)) |−(G, .(d, e), B)
fix|− ∈ (|−(mknectxt(G, x, A), e, A)) |−(G, fix(x, e), A)
true|− ∈ (Valid(G)) |−(G, true, bool)
false|− ∈ (Valid(G)) |−(G, false, bool)
if|− ∈ (|−(G, d, bool); |−(G, e, A); |−(G, f, A)) |−(G, if(d, e, f), A)The next property follows immediately.

subst=|− ∈ (=(d, e); |−(G, e, A)) |−(G, d, A)Substitution Lemma. First, we present two auxiliary properties.
validctxt ∈ (|−(G, e, A)) Valid(G)
=:=free_var ∈ (Fresh(x, G); |−(G, e, A)) =(:=(x, d, e), e)We introduce now the formalisation of the Substitution Lemma. We performthe proof of the lemma by induction on the derivation of [�; x : �] ++� ` e : �.For this, ALF tries to unify [�; x : �] ++ � ` e : � with the conclu-sion of each rule in the type system. Then, ALF needs to know whether �is empty or inhabited. As � can be any context, ALF has no information aboutwhether � is empty or not and hence, it cannot unify. To solve this problemwe use an auxiliary proposition called sl. In this proposition, we replace theassumption [�; x : �] ++ � ` e : � by � ` e : � and add the assump-tion � = [�; x : �] ++ �. In this way we can perform the induction on thederivation of � ` e : � and we then analyse the form of � when it is needed.

sl ∈ (D ∈ Ctxt; =(S, ++(mknectxt(G, x, A), D)); |−(S, e, B); |−(G, d, A)) |−(++(G, D), :=(x, d, e), B)
sl([], refl, v|−(h3, h4), h2) ≡ subst=|−(=same_var:=, h2)
sl(:(D1, _), refl, v|−(h3, h4), h2) ≡

subst=|−(=diff_var:=(difffresh(D1, h4)), v|−(dep++valid(D1, h3), dep++fresh(D1, h4)))
sl([], refl, th|−(h3, h4), h2) ≡ subst=|−(=:=free_var(h3, h4), h4)
sl(:(D1, _), refl, th|−(h3, h4), h2) ≡ th|−(dep++fresh(D1, h3), sl(D1, refl, h4, h2))
sl(D, refl, λ|−(h3), h2) ≡

subst=|−(=diff_λ:=(diffvalid(validctxt(h3))), λ|−(sl(mknectxt(D, x1, A1), refl, h3, h2)))
sl(D, h, .|−(h3, h4), h2) ≡ .|−(sl(D, h, h3, h2), sl(D, h, h4, h2))
sl(D, refl, fix|−(h3), h2) ≡

subst=|−(=diff_fix:=(diffvalid(validctxt(h3))), fix|−(sl(mknectxt(D, x1, B), refl, h3, h2)))
sl(D, refl, true|−(h3), h2) ≡ true|−(dep++valid(D, h3))
sl(D, refl, false|−(h3), h2) ≡ false|−(dep++valid(D, h3))
sl(D, h, if|−(h3, h4, h5), h2) ≡ if|−(sl(D, h, h3, h2), sl(D, h, h4, h2), sl(D, h, h5, h2))

subst_lemma ∈ (|−(++(mknectxt(G, x, A), D), e, B); |−(G, d, A)) |−(++(G, D), :=(x, d, e), B)
subst_lemma(h, h1) ≡ sl(D, refl, h, h1)A similar discussion to the one we presented here can be found both in[Bov95] and [Tas97]. For a more detailed explanation about the formalisation ofthis lemma, see [Tas97].Subject Reduction Property. We present now the formalisation of the Sub-ject Reduction property. The proof is made by pattern matching on the �rst



argument. For each case in the �rst argument, we perform pattern matching onthe second argument.
sub_reduction ∈ (→(d, e); |−([], d, A)) |−([], e, A)

sub_reduction(.→(h2), .|−(h, h3)) ≡ .|−(sub_reduction(h2, h), h3)
sub_reduction(.λ→, .|−(λ|−(h1), h2)) ≡ subst_lemma(h1, h2)
sub_reduction(fix→, fix|−(h)) ≡ subst_lemma(h, fix|−(h))
sub_reduction(if→(h2), if|−(h, h3, h4)) ≡ if|−(sub_reduction(h2, h), h3, h4)
sub_reduction(iftrue→, if|−(h, h2, h3)) ≡ h2

sub_reduction(iffalse→, if|−(h, h2, h3)) ≡ h3Well Typed Expressions Cannot Go Wrong.We conclude this section withthe formalisation of the property that well typed expressions cannot go wrong.For that, we �rst need to formalise the de�nition of error expressions and thede�nition of expressions that go wrong.
errorexp ∈ (Exp) Set

errorexp ≡ [h]∧(¬(∃(Exp, [h1]→(h, h1))), ¬(Can(h)))

gowrong ∈ (Exp) Set
gowrong ≡ [h]∃(Exp, [h1]∧(→∗(h, h1), errorexp(h1)))Below, we prove that a well typed expression is either canonical or it reduces.

typedprog⇒can∨red ∈ (|−([], e, A)) ∨(Can(e), ∃(Exp, [h]→(e, h)))
typedprog⇒can∨red(λ|−(h1)) ≡ ∨Il(canabs)
typedprog⇒can∨red(.|−(h1, h2)) ≡

case typedprog⇒can∨red(h1) ∈ ∨(Can(d), ∃(Exp, [h]→(d, h)))  of
∨Il(c) ⇒ case c ∈ Can(d)  of

canabs ⇒ ∨Ir(∃I(:=(x, e1, e), .λ→))
cantrue ⇒ case h1 ∈ |−([], true, →T(A1, A))  of

end
canfalse ⇒ case h1 ∈ |−([], false, →T(A1, A))  of

end
end

∨Ir(∃I(a, h)) ⇒ ∨Ir(∃I(.(a, e1), .→(h)))
end

typedprog⇒can∨red(fix|−(h1)) ≡ ∨Ir(∃I(:=(x, fix(x, e1), e1), fix→))
typedprog⇒can∨red(true|−(h1)) ≡ ∨Il(cantrue)
typedprog⇒can∨red(false|−(h1)) ≡ ∨Il(canfalse)
typedprog⇒can∨red(if|−(h1, h2, h3)) ≡

case typedprog⇒can∨red(h1) ∈ ∨(Can(d), ∃(Exp, [h]→(d, h)))  of
∨Il(c) ⇒ case c ∈ Can(d)  of

canabs ⇒ case h1 ∈ |−([], λ(x, e), bool)  of
end

cantrue ⇒ ∨Ir(∃I(e1, iftrue→))
canfalse ⇒ ∨Ir(∃I(f, iffalse→))

end
∨Ir(∃I(a, h)) ⇒ ∨Ir(∃I(if(a, e1, f), if→(h)))

endThe proof is made by pattern matching on the derivation of ` e : A. We onlyconsider the �rst two equations here. The other equations are either straightfor-ward or similar to the �rst two.



The �rst equation corresponds to the case where ` e : A is proven byusing the rule Absts. Then, e is the expression �x:e1 and h1 is a proof of[x : A] ` e1 : B. Thus, e is a canonical expression.The second equation corresponds to the case where the rule Appts is used.Here, e is of the form (d e1), h1 is a proof of ` d : A1 ! A, and h2 is a proofof ` e1 : A1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, we have a proof that either dis canonical or it reduces. By doing a case analysis on this result, we obtain twopossibilities. The �rst possibility says that d is canonical being c a proof of that.Then, a case analysis on c shows that d can only be an abstraction due to itsfunctional type. Thus, we can reduce the original expression e by using the ruleApp_Abscs. The second possibility establishes that there exists an expression asuch that d �! a, with h being a proof of that. Hence, by using the rule Appcswe can reduce the original expression (d e1) and obtain the expression (a e1).Here, we present another auxiliary proposition.
absurd ∈ (|−([], e, A); ¬(Can(e)); ¬(∃(Exp, [h]→(e, h)))) ⊥For the formalisation of the lemma 2, we need another auxiliary proposition.
welltp_aux⇒⊥ ∈ (|−([], d, A); →∗(d, e); errorexp(e)) ⊥

welltp_aux⇒⊥(h, refl→∗, ∧I(h1, h3)) ≡ absurd(h, h3, h1)
welltp_aux⇒⊥(h, addstep→∗(h3, h4), h2) ≡ welltp_aux⇒⊥(sub_reduction(h3, h), h4, h2)The proof is made by pattern matching on the derivation of d �!� e.The �rst equation correspond to the case where d �!� e by using the ruleRe�cl. Thus, d = e. Here, h is a proof of ` d : A, h1 is a proof that there does notexist an expression f such that e �! f and h3 is a proof that e is not canonical.Then, we apply the previous proposition and obtain the absurdity.The second equation corresponds to the case where d �! e1 �!� e by usingthe rule AddStepcl, for an expression e1. Here, h is a proof of ` d : A, h3 isa proof of d �! e1, h4 is a proof of e1 �!� e and h2 is a proof that e is anerror expression. By Subject Reduction, we have that ` e1 : A. Hence, by theinductive hypothesis we obtain the absurdity.Now we introduce the formalisation of the lemma 2. In its conclusion weobtain a contradiction, which in type theory is formalised by the absurdity set.

welltp∧gw⇒⊥ ∈ (|−([], e, A); gowrong(e)) ⊥
welltp∧gw⇒⊥(h, ∃I(a, ∧I(h1, h3))) ≡ welltp_aux⇒⊥(h, h1, h3)In this proof, we do pattern matching on the proof that e goes wrong andobtain that there exists an expression a such that e �!� a and a is an errorexpression, with proofs h1 and h3 respectively. Using the auxiliary propositionthat we introduced above, we obtain the absurdity.Using this last proposition, we now formalise the main property of the paper,that is, that well typed expressions cannot go wrong.

welltp⇒cannotgw ∈ (|−([], e, A)) ¬(gowrong(e))
welltp⇒cannotgw(h) ≡ ⊃I(welltp∧gw⇒⊥(h))



4 ConclusionsWe think that the formalisation we have presented here is clear and can beunderstood without too much e�ort. This is mainly because the formalisationremains close to the informal presentation we gave of it. The pattern matchingfacility of ALF is a great help in this respect. In addition, once we had understoodthe results, their formalisation went smoothly and it did not take too much time.We �nd that ALF is a nice tool to perform this kind of formalisations. Ithas a friendly interface and it is easy to use for those who have some knowl-edge of type theory. Since the possibility of performing pattern matching wasintroduced, the proofs have become simpler to do and easier to read than theirequivalents using elimination rules. In our opinion, the major inconvenience withALF is that ALF does not check well-foundedness of the recursive proofs.Related Work. In [Bar92], Barendregt studies the Subject Reduction for the�_calculus. In the proofs, he relies on what he calls variable convention, whichsays that bound and free variables are chosen such that they di�er from eachother. This convention allows him to prove a thinning rule needed for the Sub-stitution Lemma, as a derived rule. Without this convention, it is not possible toprove the thinning rule and hence the Substitution Lemma. The way Barendregtuses the variable convention is, in our view, not formal.Holmström also proves the Subject Reduction property for a language similarto ours (see [Hol83]). In some of his proofs, he shows that the conclusion of atheorem holds by informally manipulating the derivations in the type system.In [Pol94], Pollack studies and formalises the Subject Reduction property forPure Type Systems in the proof checker LEGO. In his work, he distinguishesbetween bound variables that he calls variables and free variables that he callsparameters. Parameters and variables are disjoint sets. These two sets lead himto have two substitutions and to change the usual typing rule for the abstractionfor a rule where the bound variable is replaced by a completely fresh parameter.In [MP91], there is a formalisation of the dynamic semantics and the typesystem of Mini-ML in the logic programming language Elf ([Pfe91]), which isfounded upon the logical framework LF ([HHP87]). Although the informal pre-sentation of the type system presented in the paper is similar to ours, the Elfformalisation is quite di�erent to the ALF formalisation we present here. Theformal counterpart of a set of Martin-Löf's type theory is called a type in LF.However, unlike Martin-Löf's type theory's sets, LF's types are not inductivelyde�ned. This allows the use of a so-called �higher-order abstract syntax� for cod-ing expressions into LF. Because types are not inductively de�ned in Elf, thereis no way of formalising properties such as, for example, the Subject Reduction.Tasistro (see [Tas97]) also performed a formalisation of the Subject Reduc-tion for the same language as the one we work with here, but with a slightlydi�erent type system. Although the approach Tasistro follows is similar to theone presented in [Bov95], there are some improvements in his formalisation,which we followed to perform the formalisation we introduced here.



In [Bov95], when choosing between two expressions or when establishing theequality of two expression regarding the equality or inequality of the variables xand y, we used or_elimination on the proposition x = y ∨ x 6= y. In Tasistro'sformalisation, he uses functions similar to the ones presented in the subsectionVariables and Expressions of section 3.3. The use of these functions allows usto perform the proofs using only pattern matching and hence, avoid the mixtureof the pattern matching facility and elimination rules in our proofs. This factmakes the proofs simpler and more readable.Another improvement was the introduction of an auxiliary proposition inorder to prove the Substitution Lemma. This auxiliary proposition allows us toprove the lemma as desired but without changing the formulation of the lemmaitself, as it is done in [Bov95].We believe that the notion that well typed expression cannot go wrong was�rst introduced by Milner in [Mil78]. However, the approach presented theredi�ers from the one we use here. In [Mil78], there exists a special semantic valuecalled wrong which is shown to have no type. Then, it follows directly thatwell typed expressions cannot have the semantic value wrong. For our work, wefollowed the approach presented by Holmström in [Hol83].To our knowledge, there have been no previous attempts to formalise themain property we presented here.Further Work. The main extension to this work we are interested in is theaddition of type schemas to our language of types. This addition will allow usto work with type inference instead of with type checking. Then, provided thatan expression e has type, we can infer the most general type scheme for e. In[Mil78,Dam85], the algorithm W is presented. This algorithm performs a typeinference for a language similar to ours, but which also has let expressions. Whatwe want then is to formalise the algorithm W together with some of its proper-ties, like the soundness and completeness properties.AcknowledgementsI want to thank Johan Jeuring, Bengt Nordström and Björn von Sydow for theirhelpful comments on earlier versions of this paper. I would also like to thankPaula Severi for pointing out an error in one of the proofs.References[AGNvS94] T. Altenkirch, V. Gaspes, B. Nordström, and B. vonSydow. A User's Guide to ALF. Chalmers University ofTechnology, Sweden, May 1994. Available on the WWWftp://ftp.cs.chalmers.se/pub/users/alti/alf.ps.Z.[Bar92] H. P. Barendregt. Lambda calculi with types. In Abramsky Gabbai andMaibaum, editors, Handbook of Logic in Computer Science, volume II. Ox-ford University Press, 1992.
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